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A B S T R A C T

Variable morphologies of subducting slabs are observed in tomographic images of the mantle transition zone
(MTZ), where slabs appear to stagnate in the MTZ or enter the lower mantle. These contrasting morphologies of
subducting slabs are dependent on the joint effects of various dynamic, kinematic and geometric factors. Force
balance analysis indicates that the favorable conditions of slab stagnation in the MTZ include old/cold slab
subducting into the mantle with large Clapeyron slopes at 410 km and 660 km discontinuities, as well as the
significant trench retreat and shallow dip angle. However, these conditions are often not achieved together for
specific subduction zones on the Earth, which thus require systematic studies to distinguish their relative effects.
Here, we analyze the slab mode selection in the MTZ based on coupled petrological-thermomechanical nu-
merical model. The model results indicate that (1) water activity and partial melting weaken the subduction
channel and form a hot and weak mantle wedge beneath the island arc that affects slab dynamics. (2) The
Clapeyron slope of phase transition at 660 km can significantly contribute to the slab stagnation in the MTZ,
whereas the Clapeyron slope at 410 km does not change the general mode selection, but does affect the trench
motion and further the length of flattened slab. (3) A sharp viscosity jump between the lower and upper mantles
can promote slab stagnation in the MTZ, which has a similar effect with a strong viscosity-depth gradient. (4)
Fast trench retreat is the most critical factor controlling slab stagnation, especially the long slab flattening in the
MTZ. (5) The age/thickness of converging plates can also influence the slab/MTZ interaction by modifying the
slab dip angle and trench motion. (6) A thin, weak layer at the bottom of MTZ does not play significant roles in
the slab mode selection. The combined force balance analysis and numerical studies are compared with the
comprehensive observations of natural subduction zones, which improve understanding of the dynamics of slab/
MTZ interaction and the resulting variability of subducting slab morphologies.

1. Introduction

The mantle transition zone (MTZ) between the 410 km and 660 km
discontinuities is a special and important layer, which has multiple
phase transitions and probably larger water capacity than both the
upper and lower mantles, although whether it actually does contain a
lot of water is far from certain (e.g., Bina and Helffrich, 1994; Karato,
2011). Thereby, it may play significant roles in affecting the styles and
dynamics of subducting slabs. Global seismic tomography reveals
variable morphologies of sinking slabs in the MTZ (Fig. 1). In some
regions, the slabs sink through the MTZ and directly into the lower
mantle, such as Cocos and Peru (slab of green colour in Fig. 1) (e.g.,
Grand et al., 1997; Goes et al., 2008), whereas some subducting slabs

appear to stagnate and flatten in the MTZ, e.g., Japan, Aleutian, Tonga
(slab of blue colour in Fig. 1) (e.g., van der Hilst, 1995; Huang and
Zhao, 2006; Fukao and Obayashi, 2013). In some other subduction
zones, the slab styles in the MTZ are not quite clear, which might either
indicate the transition between contrasting modes, or be the result of
limited resolution of seismic tomography (slab of grey colour in Fig. 1).

A number of possible mechanisms have been proposed for ex-
plaining the variable modes of slab and MTZ interaction (e.g., Goes
et al., 2017), which can be summarized into the following three groups:

(i) Dynamic factors (viscosity, density, slab age)

The average viscosity of the lower mantle is generally constrained to
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be 10–100 higher than the average upper mantle viscosity, according to
the combined geoid, postglacial rebound, gravity and dynamic topo-
graphy, etc. (Hager, 1984; Mitrovica and Forte, 2004; Steinberger and
Calderwood, 2006; Forte et al., 2010; Čížková et al., 2012). Numerical
models get a range of slab morphologies with such a viscosity ratio
between the lower and upper mantles (e.g., Gurnis and Hager, 1988;
Christensen, 1996; Garel et al., 2014; Agrusta et al., 2017), which are
thus consistent with the diversity of slab styles according to the to-
mographic observations (Fig. 1). However, the long (> 1000 km)
stagnant slab (e.g., beneath Japan and eastern Asia) is not predicted in
the models with only such a viscosity jump/increase (Garel et al.,
2014). Alternatively, if there is no viscosity jump, it is hard to develop
flat slab stagnation (Yanagisawa et al., 2010; Agrusta et al., 2017). It
indicates that the viscosity increase between the lower and upper
mantles is necessary but not sufficient condition for the observed slab

stagnations in nature. It is worth noting that a strong viscosity-depth
gradient may have a similar dynamic effect as a sharp viscosity jump
between the lower and upper mantles (Goes et al., 2017).

The endothermic phase transition (ringwoodite −> bridgmanite
+ magnesiowüstite) at 660 km discontinuity has a negative Clapeyron
slope (Table 1) (e.g., Bina and Helffrich, 1994). It can result in a local
increase of buoyancy in the subducting slab when entering the lower
mantle, which thus provides a main resistance and contributes to slab
stagnation (Ringwood, 1975; Ito and Yamada, 1982). Many modeling
studies have been conducted to investigate how the slab interacted with
the 660 km discontinuity (e.g., Christensen and Yuen, 1984; Tackley
et al., 1993; Agrusta et al., 2017). It generally indicates that the higher
Clapeyron slope will lead to slab stagnation in the MTZ, whereas lower
slope has little effects. In contrast to the endothermic phase transition at
660 km, the exothermic phase transition (olivine −> wadsleyite) and

Fig. 1. Compilation of slab morphologies in the mantle transition zone (MTZ) with the relevant parameters of slab dip angle in the upper mantle, slab age at the
trench, trench retreat length in the past ~50Ma, as well as the present-day velocities of subducting plate movement and trench migration. The colors of slab contours
indicate subduction modes in the MTZ: blue for slab stagnation, green for slab penetration, and grey for the slab styles not quite clear. (a) The position of selected
profiles in the global subduction system, referring to Schellart et al. (2011) and Goes et al. (2017). (b) For a specific subduction zone, several definitions/parameters
are illustrated: (1) The name abbreviation of subduction zone as shown below in (c); (2) Red arrow for the position and direction of subduction; (3–4) Blue number
for the trench velocity in cm/yr with negative value for retreating, whereas green number for the velocity in cm/yr of the subducting plate. These values are from
Schellart et al. (2011), which were calculated in the Indo-Atlantic hot spot reference frame from O'Neill et al. (2005) using the geophysical relative plate motion
model from DeMets et al. (1994) for motion of the major plates and using numerous microplate motions and backarc/arc/fore-arc deformation rates from the sources
as summarized by Schellart et al. (2008) and Schellart (2008). (5) Thin black line for the 660 km discontinuity; (6) The contour for the slab morphology following the
seismic tomographic dataset of GAP-P4 (www.csmap.jamstec.go.jp; based on Fukao and Obayashi, 2013; Obayashi et al., 2013); (7) White number in Ma for the age of
subducting plate at the trench (www.ngdc.noaa.gov); (8) Black number in km for the estimated length of trench retreat during the past ~50Ma (Goes et al., 2017; with
necessary interpolations); (9) Black number in ° for the approximated dip angle of the slab morphology in the upper mantle. (c) Names and abbreviations of the
selected subduction zones: JAV-Java; SUM-Sumatra; IND-India; KER-Kermadec; TON-Tonga; TOS-Southern Tonga; MAR-Marianas; BON-Bonin; IZU-Izu; RYU-
Ryukyu; HON-Honshu; HOK-Hokkaido; KUR-Kuriles; KAM-Kamchatka; ALW-Western Aleutians; ALE-Aleutians; ALA-Alaska; CAS-Cascadia; COS-Cocos; ANT-An-
tilles; COL-Colombia; PER-Peru; BOL-Bolivia; CHI-Chile; SCO-Scotia; CAL-Calabria; HEL-Hellenic. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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its positive Clapeyron slope at 410 km (Table 2) (e.g., Bina and
Helffrich, 1994) can lead to local density increase and thus enhance the
slab sinking in the transition zone (Christensen, 1996; Čížková et al.,
2002). However, it has been further proposed that this phase transition
could be kinetically delayed in the cold cores of sinking slabs, forming
the metastable olivine (Rubie and Ross, 1994; Bina et al., 2001;
Mosenfelder et al., 2001; Tetzlaff and Schmeling, 2009) or metastable
pyroxene (Hogrefe et al., 1994; Nishi et al., 2008; van Mierlo et al.,
2013). In such cases, the opposite effect would be reducing the negative
buoyancy of cold slabs and resisting the slab sinking. It will thus con-
tribute to the slab stagnation in the MTZ, which has been systematically
studied by the numerical models (Agrusta et al., 2014; King et al.,
2015). Besides the above main phase transitions, there are several
others, e.g., the phase transition at 520 km from wadsleyite to ring-
woodite (Katsura and Ito, 1989), the transition from garnet to bridg-
manite at 660 km with a probably positive Clapeyron slope (Hirose,
2002; Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2011; Holland et al., 2013). The
dynamic effects of the interplay of these transitions remain uncertain.

The thermal structure of subducting slab is strongly dependent on
the slab age, which will further affect the rheological properties, as well
as the phase transitions and density variations. Thus the age of sub-
ducting slab may play significant roles in the mode selection of slab/
MTZ interaction. Indeed, the stagnant slabs are more common in the
western Pacific (Fig. 1), where older lithospheres of 90–150Ma are
subducting (Müller et al., 2008). Alternatively, some deeply penetrating
slabs are observed in the eastern Pacific (Fig. 1), with relatively
younger lithospheres of 0–50Ma (Müller et al., 2008). However, there
are further complexities with many subducting slabs inconsistent with
the above rules, e.g., the Cascadia and Mariana (Fig. 1). In addition, it
has generally been observed that there is no simple correlation between
the present-day slab dip angle and its age at the trench (Lallemand
et al., 2005; Sdrolias and Müller, 2006). It indicates that the subduction
mode selection in the MTZ cannot be solely explained by the slab age.

(ii) Kinematic factors (plate and trench motions)

Generally, the rates of downgoing plate motions range from several
cm/yr up to 10 cm/yr (Müller et al., 2008; Goes et al., 2011; Zahirovic
et al., 2015). A few exceptions exist with notably faster motions of>
10 cm/yr or even> 15 cm/yr, e.g., segments of the Farallon plate as
well as the Indian plate before collision with Asia, which require ad-
ditional forces/mechanisms. For the trench motions, most of them
(70%) retreat in Cenozoic, accompanied by fewer stable or advancing
ones (Müller et al., 2008; Schellart, 2008; Williams et al., 2015). The
rates of trench motions are generally between 1 cm/yr (advancing)
and− 2 cm/yr (retreating), with some exceptions of significantly faster
retreat during (part of) the Cenozoic, e.g., Tonga, Izu-Bonin and Japan
(Williams et al., 2015). Based on the summary of plate age, plate and
trench motions as well as the slab morphology for a number of sub-
duction zones (Sdrolias and Müller, 2006), some correlations between
the downgoing plate motion and the slab age are indicated; however,
there is no correlation between the present-day trench motion and slab
morphology in the MTZ (King, 2001; Lallemand et al., 2005; Billen,
2008). Goes et al. (2017) compared the estimated lengths of flattened
slabs in the MTZ with the total trench retreat over the past ~50Ma,
which reveals good correlations between them as firstly proposed by
Van der Hilst and Seno (1993). The flattened slabs in the MTZ generally
have a history of significant trench retreat, whereas slabs penetrating
into the lower mantle are consistent with limited trench retreat (Fig. 1).
A few exceptions do exist, e.g., Antilles and Kermadec, which indicate
the trench motion is not the only control.

(iii) Geometric factors (slab dip angle in the MTZ)

The above-mentioned dynamic and kinematic factors may lead to
variable dip angles of subducting slabs in the upper mantle, which
would further significantly affect the force balance and finally con-
tribute to the different slab morphologies in the MTZ. Previous nu-
merical models indicate that the slab dip angle when reaching the
660 km discontinuity can strongly modify the subduction mode in the
MTZ. Slab flattening is generally predicted in the models with smaller
dip angle, whereas slab folding or penetration is easily resulted when
the sinking slab is sub-vertical (Li and Ribe, 2012; Shi et al., 2018). In
addition, the backward turning of slab with trench advance may be
achieved with large dip angles, e.g., > 130° (e.g., Bellahsen et al., 2005;
Di Giuseppe et al., 2008; Funiciello et al., 2008; Li and Ribe, 2012).

Based on the summary of dynamic, kinematic and geometric factors,
it demonstrates that the old/cold lithosphere with significant trench
retreat and shallow dip angle may strongly contribute to the slab flat-
tening in the MTZ. Generally, the style of subduction results from the
competition between the time required to bend the plate at the trench
and the time available to achieve this bending (Goes et al., 2017). The
former is controlled by the resistance for plate bending, while the latter
one controlled by the slab pull (density) and the resulted sinking rate.
Older slabs with higher strength and higher density require longer time
for bending, but shorter time for sinking. Hence, old slabs will normally
lead to shallower dips and faster trench retreat, which are all the fa-
vorable conditions for slab flattening in the MTZ. However, these dy-
namic, kinematic and geometric conditions are often not achieved to-
gether for specific subduction zones as summarized in Fig. 1, e.g.,
Mariana. Besides the age of subducting plate, many other factors may
also contribute to change the kinematic trench motions and geometric
slab dips, e.g., tractions or resistances from the overriding plate and
surrounding mantle (e.g., Capitanio et al., 2007, 2010; Rodríguez-
González et al., 2012; Čížková and Bina, 2013; Holt et al., 2015;
Huangfu et al., 2016). Consequently, the resulting subduction mode in
the MTZ could be complex on the Earth, which may be consistent with
some of the favorable conditions as discussed above, but conflicted with
others (Fig. 1).

In order to better understand the dynamics of subducting slab-MTZ

Table 1
Summary of measured Clapeyron (pressure/temperature) slopes of
660 km phase transition.

−C660 (MPa/K)a References

2 Ito and Yamada, 1982
2.8 Ito and Takahashi, 1989
4 ± 2 Ito et al., 1990
3 ± 1 Akaogi and Ito, 1993
2.5 ± 0.4 Chopelas et al., 1994
1.9–2.1 Bina and Helffrich, 1994
2.8 Hirose, 2002
0.4–2 Katsura et al., 2003
1.3 Fei et al., 2004
2 (hydrous) Litasov et al., 2005a
0.5 (dry) Litasov et al., 2005b
2.6 ± 0.2 Akaogi et al., 2007

a Note that the values of C660 are negative.

Table 2
Summary of measured Clapeyron (pressure/temperature) slopes
of 410 km phase transition.

C410 (MPa/K) References

3.5 Suito, 1977
2.5 Ashida et al., 1987
2.5 Katsura and Ito, 1989
1.5 ± 0.5 Akaogi et al., 1989
2.7 Chopelas, 1991
2.9–3.0 Bina and Helffrich, 1994
3.6 ± 0.2 Morishima et al., 1994
3.1 ± 0.2 Akaogi et al., 2007
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interaction, as well as the resulting slab styles, we conducted force
balance analysis of the subducting slab in the MTZ, which provides
general predictions for the forward numerical modeling. Subsequently,
we conducted thermomechanical modeling with integrated visco-
plastic-Peierls rheology and thermodynamic fluid-melt activity, which
simulates both large-scale geophysical observations and geological/
petrological processes during subduction. Based on the numerical
models, the effects of possible dynamic, kinematic and geometric fac-
tors that may influence the slab mode selection in the MTZ are sys-
tematically investigated and compared with the natural observations.

2. Force balance analysis of the slab/MTZ interaction

Many forces act on a subducting slab in the upper mantle (Fig. 2).
The overall effects of these forces control the kinematics and dynamics
of subduction as well as the mode selection during slab and MTZ in-
teraction. We consider a subducting slab in the sub-lithospheric mantle,
i.e. the asthenosphere and MTZ, which indicates that the 410 km dis-
continuity is approximately located in the middle depth of the region.
The forces on the slab at 410 km are summarized in Fig. 2, including a
negative buoyancy force (Fb), resistances from the plate (Fp) and the
mantle (Fm), as well as the phase transition induced forces, e.g., FC410
from the positive Clapeyron slope and Fmeta from the metastable olivine
and pyroxene around 410 km. It is worth noting that the driving (Fb)
and resistance (Fp, Fm) forces are not exactly acting on the middle of the
slab, but distributed along the slab, which are equivalent only when the
slab is rigid. Thus, it is an approximation used for first-order analysis. At
the depth of 660 km, two additional forces act on the slab. One is the
resistance from the lower mantle due to viscosity jump/increase, the
other is from the negative Clapeyron slope of phase transition.

The aforementioned forces can be decomposed into the directions
parallel and perpendicular to the slab. The slab parallel forces do not
contribute much to the slab rotation required for slab stagnation in the
MTZ. In contrast, the slab perpendicular forces at 410 km and 660 km
depths act in opposite directions, and contribute to the anticlockwise
rotation of the slab, with the resulted rotation torque shown at the
bottom of Fig. 2. It indicates that the positive and negative Clapeyron
slopes at 410 km and 660 km, respectively, promote the slab rotation
and stagnation in the MTZ, which are thus important factors for further
study.

The effects of negative slab buoyancy on the mode selection of slab/
MTZ interaction are complex. It can contribute to slab rotation and
further stagnation by the slab perpendicular force; however, it is also
the main force driving slab penetration into the lower mantle in the slab
parallel direction. Thus, the effect of negative buoyancy on slab

stagnation/penetration is not straightforward. The force induced by the
metastable olivine/pyroxene at 410 km will counteract (parts of) the
effects of positive Clapeyron slope (FC410), which thus hamper the slab
rotation. On the other hand, it will also hamper the slab penetration to
the lower mantle, because of the lower density of sinking slab resulted
from the delayed phase transition of metastable olivine/pyroxene.
These complex effects are partially included in the current numerical
models.

According to the analysis of slab rotation torque (Fig. 2), one of the
most important factors for slab stagnation is the dip angle (θ). The low
slab dip angle can strongly promote the slab rotation and further
stagnation in the MTZ, which thus agrees with the predictions as
summarized in the Introduction (e.g., Li and Ribe, 2012; Shi et al.,
2018). In addition, the trench retreat tends to decrease the slab dip
angle if all the other parameters are identical, which could also con-
tribute to slab stagnation (e.g., Goes et al., 2017).

As a summary, the forces induced by the phase transitions at 410 km
and 660 km may affect the slab and MTZ interaction. The opposite di-
rections of these forces contribute to slab rotation and further flattening
in the MTZ. The slab mode selection in the MTZ is also controlled by the
slab dip angle and trench motions, which may be further determined by
the properties of the subducting and overriding plates, as well as the
kinematic boundary conditions. The analytical studies help to inspire
the possible parameters affecting slab/MTZ interaction, e.g., the phase
transitions at 410 km and 660 km, which could thus provide general
directions for the following thermomechanical modeling studies.

3. Numerical modeling method

The numerical models are conducted with the finite difference code
I2VIS, which combines movable Lagrangian markers and fixed Eulerian
nodal points (e.g., Gerya, 2010). In this 2-D computing framework, the
extended Boussinesq approximations are applied with a rheology con-
sidering different non-linear mechanisms and phase transitions in the
numerical models.

3.1. Governing equations

Three sets of conservation equations (mass, momentum and energy)
as well as the constitutive relationships are solved in the 2-D numerical
models.

3.1.1. Stokes equations

= =
x

P
x

g C M P T i j( , , , ) ( , 1, 2)ij

j i
i (1)

Fig. 2. Force balance analysis of subducting slab in the upper mantle.
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where σ' denotes the deviatoric stress tensor; x represents the spatial
coordinate; g is the gravitational acceleration; the density ρ depends on
composition (C), melt fraction (M), dynamic pressure (P) and tem-
perature (T). For a specific rock type:

=
= +
M

T T P P
( )

[1 ( )][1 ( )]
solid solid molten

solid molten 0 0 0 (2)

where the densities of solid (ρsolid) and molten rocks (ρmolten) are further
calculated depending on the specific pressure and temperature, in
which ρ0 is the density under the reference condition with P0 =0.1MPa
and T0 =298 K. α and β are the thermal expansion coefficient and the
compressibility coefficient, respectively (Table 4). Rock density is fur-
ther corrected for phase transitions that are explained in Section 4.2.

Further on, the constitutive relationship is shown below:

=

= +v
x

v
x

2

1
2

ij ij

ij
i

j

j

i

eff

(3)

where and v are the deviatoric strain rate tensor and velocity vector,
respectively. ηeff is the effective viscosity, with rheological flow laws
illustrated in Section 3.2.

3.1.2. Incompressible continuity equation
The multiple phase transitions and related density changes would

challenge the incompressibility. However, for simplicity, the con-
servation of mass in this study is still approximated by the in-
compressible continuity equation (extended Boussinesq approximation)
(Christensen and Yuen, 1985; Gerya, 2010):

=v
x

0i

i (4)

3.1.3. Energy equation

= +

=

C DT
Dt

q
x

H

q k C P T T
x

( , , )

p
i

i

i
i (5)

where Cp is the effective isobaric heat capacity; DT/Dt is the substantive
time derivative of temperature; q is the thermal heat flux; k is the
thermal conductivity, dependent on composition (C), pressure (P) and
temperature (T). H denotes the heat generations, including radioactive
heat production (Hr), adiabatic heating (Ha) and shear heating (HS). Hr

depends on the rock composition and is assumed to be constant:
Hr =constant(C). Ha is related to pressure changes (compression/de-
compression): Ha = TαvidP/dxi. HS is related to dissipation of me-
chanical energy during deformation and depends on the deviatoric
stress and deviatoric strain rate: =HS ij ij.

The effect of latent heating is only applied for the equilibrium
crystallization/partial melting; however, it is not used for the other

phase transitions, e.g., 410 km or 660 km discontinuities, which may
affect the model results in a certain degree as investigated for the
mantle convection (Steinberger, 2007). The effect of latent heating due
to equilibrium crystallization of molten rocks is included implicitly in
the heat conservation equation by increasing the effective heat capacity
(Cpeff) and the thermal expansion coefficient (αeff) of the partially
crystallized/molten rocks (0 < M < 1) as discussed in Gerya (2010),
calculated as: = +

=( )Cp Cp QL
M
T Peff cnst

and = +
=( )Q

T
M
P T

eff
cnst

L ,
where M is the volumetric degree of melting, QL is the latent heat
(Table 4) (Bittner and Schmeling, 1995; Turcotte and Schubert, 2002).

3.2. Visco-Plastic-Peierls rheology

The constitutive relationships between the deviatoric stress and
strain rate tensors are described by the combined visco-plastic-Peierls
flow laws. For a specific rock type under certain external conditions
(e.g., pressure, temperature), the ductile viscosity (ηductile), the plastic
equivalent (ηplastic), as well as the Peierls viscosity (ηpeierls) will be
calculated separately, based on the experimentally determined flow
laws as followed:

3.2.1. Viscous rheology
For the viscous rheology of rocks, we apply different flow laws for

the crustal (Ranalli, 1995) and mantle rocks (Karato and Wu, 1993).

(1) Viscous flow law of crustal rocks

The viscosities of both the continental and oceanic crustal rocks are
defined according to the flow laws of Ranalli (1995):

= +A E PV
nRT

1
2

( ) ( ) expR n IIductile
1 n

n
1

(6)

where = (0.5 )II ij ij
1/2 is the second invariant of the strain rate tensor;

AR (pre-exponential factor), E (activation energy), V (activation vo-
lume) and n (creep exponent) are experimentally determined flow law
parameters (A* and B* in Table 3) (Kirby and Kronenberg, 1987;
Ranalli, 1995); R is the gas constant.

(2) Viscous flow law of mantle rocks

The viscosity of mantle rocks is defined according to Karato and Wu
(1993), which integrates both diffusion and dislocation creep:

= +

= +

A u d
b

E PV
nRT

1
2

( ) ( ) exp

1 1 1

K n IIdiffusion dislocation
1

ductile diffusion dislocation

m
n n

n
1

(7)

where u is the shear modulus (u=80GPa); d is grain size (d=1mm); b
is the length of Burgers vector (b=0.5 nm); m is the grain size ex-
ponent. Similarly, AK (pre-exponential factor), E (activation energy), V
(activation volume) and n (creep exponent) are flow law parameters

Table 3
Viscous flow laws used in the numerical experiments.a

Symbol Flow law E (kJ·mol−1) V (J·MPa−1·mol−1) n AR (MPa−n·s−1) m AK (s−1)

A* Wet quartzite 154 8 2.3 3.2×10−4 – –
B* Plagioclase An75 238 8 3.2 3.3×10−4 – –
C* Dislocation creep of dry olivine 540 13 3.5 – 0.0 3.5×1022

D* Diffusion creep of dry olivine 300 4 1.0 – 2.5 8.7×1015

E* Dislocation creep of wet olivine 430 10 3.0 – 0.0 2.0×1018

F* Diffusion creep of wet olivine 240 4 1.0 – 2.5 5.3×1015

a Viscous parameters of crustal rocks (A* and B*) are from Kirby and Kronenberg (1987) and Ranalli (1995). Viscous parameters of mantle rocks (C*, D*, E*, F*)
are from Karato and Wu (1993).
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determined from the laboratory experiments (C*, D*, E* and F* in
Table 3) (Karato and Wu, 1993).

3.2.2. Plastic deformation
The extended Drucker-Prager yield criterion (e.g., Ranalli, 1995) is

implemented as follows:

=

= +C P
2

sin( )
II

plastic
yield

yield 0 eff (8)

where σyield is the yield stress; P is the dynamic pressure; C0 is the re-
sidual rock strength at P=0; φeff is the effective internal frictional
angle, which includes the possible pore fluid/melt effects that control
the brittle strength of fluid/melt containing porous or fractured media
(e.g., Gerya and Meilick, 2011; Li et al., 2010, 2016). Explicitly, fluid/
melt decreases the effective internal frictional angle and yield strength.
Strain-weakening is accounted for by the plastic rheological model, in
which both the cohesion C0 and effective friction coefficient sin(φeff)
decrease with strain, as shown in Table 4.

3.2.3. Peierls deformation
The Peierls mechanism for deformation by low-temperature and

high-stress plasticity is also included (e.g., Kameyama et al., 1999;
Karato et al., 2001).

= +
A

E PV
RT

1
2

exp 1
p q

peierls
peierls II

II

peierls (9)

where σII is the second invariant of stress tensor; σpeierls is a stress value
that limits the strength of the material (σpeiperls= 9.1 GPa for dry rocks
and 2.9 GPa for wet rocks) (Evans and Goetze, 1979; Katayama and
Karato, 2008); Apeierls, p, and q are experimentally derived material
constants (Apeierls = 107.8 s−1MPa−2, p=1, q=2) (Kocks et al., 1975;
Katayama and Karato, 2008). In the subduction models, Peierls creep is
often activated in the portion of sinking slabs with large stress and low
temperature (Katayama and Karato, 2008), which thus may play sig-
nificant roles in subduction dynamics.

3.2.4. Integrated rheology
The final effective viscosity is defined as the minimum value among

the ductile viscosity (ηductile), the plastic equivalent (ηplastic), as well as
the Peierls viscosity (ηpeierls) (Ranalli, 1995), which is further controlled
by the cut-off values of [1018, 1025] Pa·s.

= min( , , )eff ductile plastic peierls (10)

3.3. Dehydration and water migration

Water plays significant roles in the subduction processes (Li et al.,
2015; and references therein), which is numerically tested in the pre-
vious models (e.g., Gerya and Meilick, 2011; Quinquis and Buiter,
2014; Liu et al., 2017). It is included in the current numerical models in
the forms of both connate water and mineral water. The connate water,
present in sediment and oceanic upper crustal basalt of the model,
makes up to 1.0 wt% at the surface and decreases to zero at 25 km
(Connolly, 2005; Gerya and Meilick, 2011):

=X z X1
25 pH O(wt.%) H O( )2 2 0 (11)

where XH2O(p0) is the connate water content at the surface (1.0 wt%); Δz
is the depth below the surface (0–25 km). For the other rock types, e.g.,
oceanic lower crust, continental crust and mantle, the connate water
content is assumed to be negligible.

The mineral-bound water capacity is computed with Perple_X
(Connolly, 2005, 2009) as a function of pressure and temperature for
four typical rock types in the subduction models, i.e. sediment, basalt

(oceanic upper crust), gabbro (oceanic lower crust) and hydrated
mantle, with representative compositions summarized in Table 5. The
P-T range for the water capacity of sediment is Pmax= 7GPa and
Tmax= 1500 °C (Fig. 3a), since the sediment generally cannot be sub-
ducted to deeper mantle. In contrast, the water capacities in oceanic
crust (basalt, gabbro) and mantle are computed with pressures up to
30 GPa (Fig. 3b-d), i.e. a depth in the lower mantle, which thus allow
the simulation of water activity in the whole upper mantle including
the MTZ, and even to the topmost lower mantle.

As the subducting slab moves downward, it is going to dehydrate.
The release of connate water occurs with increasing depth above 25 km
(Eq. 11), which mimics the effects of low-temperature (< 300 °C) re-
actions that are not included in our thermodynamic databases (Fig. 3).
For the calculation of mineral water content, the pressure and tem-
perature changes at each timestep are traced, which will determine the
water content of specific rock types following the phase diagram
(Fig. 3). Thus, the calculation of connate water is independent of, but
complementary to the mineral water.

The propagation of water is modeled in the form of markers: de-
hydration reactions lead to a release of a certain amount of water,
which is stored in a newly generated water marker. Water markers
move through the rocks with the following velocity:

Table 5
Model rock compositions (wt%) used for the calculations of water capacity.a

MgO FeO CaO Al2O3 Na2O K2O SiO2 Reference

Sediment 2.59 5.43 6.21 12.42 2.53 2.13 61.09 (a)
Basalt 7.57 10.42 11.37 14.68 2.78 0.0 50.4 (b)
Gabbro 12.08 6.89 10.74 14.08 1.23 0.0 53.52 (c)
Peridotite 37.44 7.47 3.18 4.03 0.33 0.0 45.55 (d)

a The representative compositions of four rock types are, respectively, ac-
cording to (a) the compiled datasets of global subducting sediment (GLOSS)
(Plank and Langmuir, 1998), (b) mean composition of global ocean ridge ba-
salts (Gale et al., 2013), (c) synthetic composition of oceanic lower crustal
gabbro (Behn and Kelemen, 2003) and (d) the LOSIMAG-C1 composition of
peridotite (Hart and Zindler, 1986). The compositions have been simplified by
neglecting the minor elements such as Mn, P, Ti, Cr and the assumption that all
Fe is ferrous. In addition, CO2 has been removed from the GLOSS sediment
composition.

Table 6
Mineral phases and thermodynamic data sources for the calculations of water
capacity.

Phase Symbola Note/Source

Olivine O(HP) Holland and Powell, 1998
Orthopyroxene Opx(HP) Holland and Powell, 1996
Clinopyroxene Omph(HP) Holland and Powell, 1996
Majoritic garnet Maj Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2011
Spinel Sp(HP) Holland and Powell, 1998
Wadsleyite Wad Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2011
Ringwoodite Ring Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2011
Magnesiowüstite Wus Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2011
Feldspar feldspar Fuhrman and Lindsley, 1988
Brucite B Ideal
Talc T Ideal
Antigorite Atg(PN) Padrón-Navarta et al., 2013
Chlorite Chl(HP) Holland et al., 1998
White mica Mica(CHA) Coggon and Holland, 2002; Auzanneau et al.,

2010
Clinoamphibole GlTrTsPg Wei and Powell, 2003; White et al., 2003
Phase A A-phase Ideal
Clinohumite Chum Ideal
Staurolite St(HP) Holland and Powell, 1998

a The symbols for the mineral phases used as solution models in Perple_X
(http://www.perplex.ethz.ch/PerpleX_solution_model_glossary.html).
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v v A P
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i i
i

i(water) fluid

percolation

2 mantle fluid (12)

where vi(water) is the fluid velocity; vi is the local velocity of solid rock; A
is a water percolation constant with a presumed standard value of
vpercolation= 10cm/yr (e.g., Peacock, 1990; Gorczyk et al., 2007;
Faccenda et al., 2012); ρmantle and ρfluid are the rock and fluid densities,
respectively, where ρfluid is assumed to be 1050 kg/m3. g2= 9.81m/s2

is the vertical gravitational acceleration component. When a moving
water marker meets a lithology capable of absorbing water by hydra-
tion or partial melting reactions at given P–T conditions and rock
composition (Fig. 3), the water will be consumed. Properties of crustal
rocks are not affected by (de)hydration in our models (Table 4).
However, hydration changes properties of the mantle in terms of
rheological flow law (hydrated mantle rheology applied independent of
actual water content) and the water-content-dependent partial melting
(Table 4).

3.4. Partial melting

Partial melting algorithms of both the crustal and mantle rocks are
included in the numerical models. For the mantle rocks, the water-
content-dependent parameterization of Katz et al. (2003) is applied,

which is however limited to the depths of< 300 km, because this
model is inaccurate when extending to larger pressure (e.g., Yang et al.,
2018a). In the depths of ≥300 km, the partial melting of mantle rocks
is not included due to the lack of robust melting models. On the other
hand, for a given crustal rock type at a certain pressure, the volumetric
degree of melting is assumed to be a linear function of temperature:

=

= < <

=

M T T

M T T
T T

T T T

M T T

0, when:
( )

( )
, when:

1, when:

solidus

solidus

liquidus solidus
solidus liquidus

liquidus (13)

where Tsolidus and Tliquidus are the solidus and liquidus temperatures,
respectively, which are specified for each rock type and dependent on
the pressure (Table 4) (Schmidt and Poli, 1998; Katz et al., 2003). For a
specific rock, when M is larger than zero, it will be considered as par-
tially molten. The marker type of this rock will be changed and then
traced during the model evolution.

4. Initial model design

Two-dimensional large-scale numerical models in a Cartesian box of
5000×1400 km are applied to study the subduction processes of an
oceanic slab as well as its interaction with the MTZ. The spatial re-
solution of the model is 1× 1 km in the upper central model domain
where the subduction initiates, which gradually changes to 10× 10 km

Fig. 3. Computed water capacity for four rock types that constitute the model slab, i.e. sediment (a), basalt/oceanic upper crust (b), gabbro/oceanic lower crust (c),
as well as the hydrated peridotite/mantle (d). The representative compositions of these four rock types are compiled in Table 5, which are, respectively, according to
the global subducting sediment (GLOSS) (Plank and Langmuir, 1998), the mean composition of global ocean ridge basalts (Gale et al., 2013), the synthetic com-
position of oceanic lower crustal gabbro (Behn and Kelemen, 2003) and the LOSIMAG-C1 composition of peridotite (Hart and Zindler, 1986). The compositions have
been simplified by neglecting the minor elements such as Mn, P, Ti, Cr and the assumption that all Fe is ferrous. In addition, CO2 has been removed from the GLOSS
sediment composition. The phase diagram sections are computed by Perple_X using Gibbs free energy minimization (Connolly, 2005, 2009). The thermodynamic
database and equation of state for water are used according to Holland and Powell (1998). The mineral phases and the sources for their solution models used in this
study are summarized in Table 6. The maximum water content for each rock type is limited to account for initial incomplete or heterogeneous hydration (Gerya et al.,
2006): sediment= 7.60wt% (a); oceanic upper crust= 2.78wt% (b); oceanic lower crust= 1.47wt% (c); hydrated mantle= 2.00wt% (d). In the thermodynamic
calculations (a-d), the water capacity of nominally anhydrous minerals (NAMs) is not included. In order for considering its effect, a minimum water capacity of 0.1 wt
% is applied for the mantle rocks (e.g., Faccenda et al., 2012). The mineral water capacity at low-temperature (< 300 °C) is not calculated due to the complex phase
transitions, which will be equivalent to the one at 300 °C and the same pressure, when being applied in the geodynamic models.
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Fig. 4. Initial model setup. (a) Composition field in the framework of 5000× 1400 km, in which the 410 km and 660 km discontinuities are shown with yellow
dashed lines. (b) The enlargement of initial subduction zone, with an oceanic plate on the left, a continental plate on the right and an initial weak zone in between.
The white lines are shown for isotherms, starting from 100 °C with the interval of 300 °C. The colors in (a) and (b) indicate for rock types as specified by the colorbar
in (c): 1- sticky air; 2-water; 3,4-sediment; 5-partially molten sediment; 6-continental upper crust; 7-partially molten continental upper crust; 8-continental lower
crust; 9-partially molten continental lower crust; 10,11-oceanic upper and lower crust, respectively; 12-partially molten oceanic crust; 13,14-lithospheric and
subjacent mantle, respectively; 15,16-hydrated and serpentinized mantle, respectively; 17-partially molten mantle. In the numerical models, some rocks/layers share
the same properties or physical laws for their calculation, with different colors used for visualizing internal deformation and structural development. This is the case
for sediments (3 and 4 in Figure c), lithospheric and asthenospheric mantles (13 and 14 in Figure c), as well as the hydrated and serpentinized mantles (15 and 16 in
Figure c). Detailed properties of different rock types are shown in Table 4. In addition, the partially molten oceanic upper and lower crusts share the same colour (12
in Figure c) for visualization, but with different properties for simulation as shown in Table 4. The main reason is that the oceanic crust is rather thin, the partially
molten of which is rather limited. Thus we do not want to use an additional colour to distinguish them. It is also worth noting that some rock types, e.g., sediment and
partially molten rocks are not shown in the initial model, but will appear during the evolution of the model (e.g., Fig. 6). (d) The density structure of the model
domain, with a vertical profile as shown in (f). The modeled density is compared to the sub-lithospheric mantle density from the Preliminary Reference Earth Model
(PREM; blue circles in (f)) (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). (e) The effective viscosity field of the model, with a vertical profile as shown in (g). The modeled
effective viscosity is compared to the sub-lithospheric mantle viscosity inferred from the joint inversions of glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) data as well as the
global convection-related observables (Mitrovica and Forte, 2004; Forte et al., 2010). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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in the regions far away from it, similarly to Gerya et al. (2008) and Li
(2014). In addition,> 20 million active Lagrangian markers are used to
trace the internal lithological boundaries, material properties, etc.

4.1. Initial compositional and thermal structures

The model mainly comprises two domains (Fig. 4a, b): an oceanic
plate on the left and a continental plate on the right, with an initial
weak zone in between. The oceanic lithosphere is composed of a 3 km
thick basalt layer as the upper crust, a 5 km thick gabbro layer as the
lower crust, as well as a mantle layer with the thickness dependent on
the age of the lithosphere. The continental lithosphere is set up by a
20 km thick upper crust, a 15 km thick lower crust and a mantle layer
with variable thicknesses. The initial weak zone between the oceanic
and continental lithospheres is about 10 km thick on the top and 5 km
thick at the bottom of the lithospheric mantle, which is used to locate
the initial convergence. The rheological properties of hydrated mantle
are applied for the weak-zone material as shown in Fig. 4.

On the top of the model domain, a ‘sticky air’ layer with low density
and viscosity is applied (Schmeling et al., 2008; Crameri et al., 2012),
which allows the direct calculation of topography evolution, i.e. the
spontaneous deformation of the crustal surface. According to the iso-
static equilibrium, the initial thickness of sticky air layer is 10 km above
continent and 12 km above oceanic crust. Crameri et al. (2012) found
that the sticky air approach is adequate as long as the term (ηst/ηch)/
(hst/L)3 is small, where ηst and hst are the viscosity and thickness of the
sticky air layer, and ηch and L are the characteristic viscosity and length
scale of the model, respectively. According to this criterion, the quality
of the internal free-surface condition in the current models is rather
moderate.

The initial thermal structure of continental lithosphere is laterally
uniform with a linear gradient defined by 0 °C at the surface and
1350 °C at the bottom of lithospheric mantle (white lines in Fig. 4b).
The initial thermal structure of oceanic lithosphere is defined by the
half-space cooling model and thus controlled by its age (e.g., Turcotte
and Schubert, 2002). The initial thermal gradient in the sub-litho-
spheric mantle is about 0.5 °C/km.

4.2. Phase transitions and density structure

The phase transitions at 410 km and 660 km discontinuities are in-
cluded in the numerical models (e.g., Bina and Helffrich, 1994; and
references therein), which modify the mantle density structure (Fig. 4d)
in addition to the gradual pressure and temperature dependence (Eq.
2). In the current study, these phase transitions are only affecting the
density, whereas the related variations of latent heat and possible
viscosity change are not considered. For the phase transition at around
410 km, we implement a linear 0–6% increase in density from the P-T-
dependent spinel-in line (here implemented at
PMPa= (TK–1758)×C410+ 13,400) to the P-T-dependent olivine-out
line (here implemented at PMPa= (TK–1758)×C410+ 13,600). On the
other hand, for the phase transition at around 660 km, we implement a
linear 0–10% increase in density from the P-T-dependent perovskite-in
line (here implemented at PMPa= (TK–1883)×C660+ 22,800) to the
P-T-dependent spinel-out line (here implemented at
PMPa= (TK–1883)×C660+ 23,000). The resulted density jumps of the
mantle are consistent with the Preliminary Reference Earth Model
(PREM) (Fig. 4f) (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). The Clapeyron
slopes of these phase transitions play crucial roles in modifying the
density structure of subducting slab and thus affecting the slab and MTZ
interaction. The values of the Clapeyron slopes at 410 km and 660 km
discontinuities are widely studied based on the laboratory experiments
(e.g., Katsura and Ito, 1989; Ito and Takahashi, 1989; Ito et al., 1990);
however, they are still not well constrained. The summary of experi-
mentally derived data indicates that C410∈(1.5, 3.6) MPa/K and

C660∈(−4.0, −0.4) MPa/K, both of which occupy wide ranges of va-
lues (Tables 1 and 2). In the reference model of this study, the normal
values of 3.0MPa/K and −3.0MPa/K are applied for the 410 km and
660 km discontinuities, respectively. As comparisons, the effects of
variable values of Clapeyron slopes, covering the whole possible para-
meter range, are also systematically studied.

Besides the aforementioned phase transitions, two additional effects
are also included, i.e. the oceanic crustal eclogitization (Ito and
Kennedy, 1971, 2013) and the metastable olivine in the MTZ (Rubie
and Ross, 1994), which could both influence the density structure of the
subducting slab. For the eclogitization, we implement a linear 0–16%
increase in density from the P-T-dependent garnet-in line (the basalt to
garnet granulite transition, here implemented at Pkbar= 0.014×T°C
-5.4) to the P-T-dependent plagioclase-out line (the garnet granulite to
eclogite transition, here implemented at Pkbar= 0.020×T°C+ 4.0).
Thus, the density increase coefficient varies from 0 to 0.16 between
these lines (Ito and Kennedy, 1971, 2013). The algorithm of eclogiti-
zation is described and systematically tested in Sizova et al. (2015). For
the metastable olivine, according to the experimental results of Rubie
and Ross (1994), we implement a transitional temperature range from
550 °C to 700 °C, which controls the olivine to wadsleyite phase tran-
sition. If the temperature of portions of sinking slab is lower than 550 °C
in the MTZ, the phase change does not occur in this region, i.e. the
density jump from olivine to wadsleyite will not be applied in the very
cold core of slab. In contrast, if the temperature of sinking slab is higher
than 700 °C in the MTZ, the phase change and density jump from oli-
vine to wadsleyite occurs instantaneously. Between 550 °C and 700 °C,
the linear interpolation of density increase of sinking slab in the MTZ is
applied. On the other hand, recent experiments also reveal the possible
ultraslow phase transition of pyroxene to garnet in the subducting slab
with low temperature (Van Mierlo et al., 2013), which is however not
applied in the current models.

4.3. Effective viscosity structure

The rheology of the subduction model is controlled by the com-
peting viscous, plastic and Peierls strengths for specific rock types at
external conditions with certain pressure, temperature, stress and strain
rate (Section 3.2; Tables 3 and 4). The resulting effective viscosity
structure (Fig. 4e, g) demonstrates strong top lithosphere and weak
asthenosphere, as well as the slowly increasing viscosity in the MTZ and
uppermost lower mantle. The rheological profile is generally consistent
with the sub-lithospheric mantle viscosity inferred from the joint in-
versions of glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) data as well as the global
convection-related observables (Fig. 4g) (Mitrovica and Forte, 2004;
Forte et al., 2010). A significant difference is the thin, weak layer at the
bottom of the MTZ in some of the joint inversion models (e.g., red line
in Fig. 4g; Mitrovica and Forte, 2004), which may be due to the grain
size reduction and/or superplasticity (e.g., Karato, 2008) and might
play significant roles in the slab flattening (Mao and Zhong, 2018). The
weak layer is not included in the reference models; however, its effects
on the slab/MTZ interaction will be systematically tested. In addition,
no prescribed viscosity jump is applied at the 660 km discontinuity in
the reference models, the effects of which will also be tested.

4.4. Boundary conditions

For the velocity boundary condition, free slip is satisfied for all
boundaries. In addition, both the subducting and overriding plates are
pushed internally by constant convergence velocities in the yellow
squares as shown in Fig. 4a, which produces approximately uniform
velocity of the horizontally moving plates. The convergence velocity is
applied for subduction initiation, and will be cancelled after 10Myrs in
the reference model, leaving the subduction process driven purely by
the internal buoyancy, i.e. self-consistently.
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For the thermal boundary condition, fixed values of 0 °C and
1975 °C are applied for the top and bottom boundaries, respectively.
The horizontal heat flux across the vertical boundaries is zero.

5. Reference model results

In the reference model, the initial cooling age of the oceanic plate
increases from 0Ma at the left end to 60Ma at the prescribed subduc-
tion initiation zone. The thickness of continental lithosphere is 140 km,
i.e. a moderate value of natural continental plate. The initial con-
vergence velocity is 5 cm/yr, with the oceanic plate pushed rightward
by Vsp=4 cm/yr and the continental plate pushed leftward by
Vop=−1 cm/yr, which will be cancelled after 10 Myrs. Then the
subduction system is driven purely by its own buoyancy. The Clapeyron
slopes of phase transitions at 410 km and 660 km discontinuities are
3.0MPa/K and−3.0MPa/K, respectively. The initial model config-
uration and detailed parameters are shown in Fig. 4 as well as Tables 3
and 4.

The model results show that the subduction velocity is significantly
increased when the sinking slab passing through the 410 km dis-
continuity and entering the MTZ (Fig. 5a, e). This is mainly attributed
to the positive Clapeyron slope of 410 km phase transition which in-
creases the density of subducting slab, although it can be kinetically
delayed in the very cold core of the slab (Fig. 5b′). Later, when the slab
sinks through the MTZ and reaches the 660 km discontinuity, the sub-
duction velocity decreases to ~5 cm/yr (Fig. 5b, e), due to the re-
sistance from the negative Clapeyron slope of 660 km phase transition.
Afterwards, the slab is bent anticlockwise and flattens at the bottom of
MTZ (Fig. 5c-d). During the transition from generally straight (Fig. 5b)
to bent slab (Fig. 5c), the subduction velocity increases to a peak value
of ~7 cm/yr, due to a reduction in the resistance from the 660 km
discontinuity on the vertical slab, which phenomenon has also been
observed in the previous models (e.g., Čížková and Bina, 2013). Finally,
the slab keeps flattening in the MTZ with continuous trench retreating
of 1–2 cm/yr, during which the subduction has a stable velocity of
~3 cm/yr (Fig. 5c, d, e).

The rate of plate advance is always larger than the trench retreating
rate in the reference model (Fig. 5e), which is consistent with the
natural observations that rollback velocities are commonly<50% of
the total subduction velocity (e.g., Lallemand et al., 2005; Sdrolias and
Müller, 2006). Capitanio et al. (2007) proposed two factors for en-
hancing plate advance, i.e. low viscosity asthenosphere and ridge push.
Accordingly, the significant Earth-like plate advancing in the current
model should be controlled by the low viscosity on the top of the
asthenosphere (Figs. 5 and 4g).

Besides the general styles and kinematics of subduction, the nu-
merical model also demonstrates the material transportation and fluid/
melt activities in the subduction channel (Fig. 6). During slab sinking
into the hot mantle, the water is released from the oceanic crust and
migrates upward, which further hydrates the overriding mantle wedge
(Fig. 6b-e). Most water of the subducting crust is lost above the depths
of ~150 km, whereas a certain amount of water is carried up to 250 km
(Fig. 6b′-e′). However, very limited amount of water of the oceanic
crust is taken deeper than 250 km or even to the MTZ. The model also
shows a hydrated mantle layer carried into the MTZ, with a thickness of

several tens of kilometers above the subducting slab (Fig. 6c-e). The
water-content of this weak layer, which is controlled by the prescribed
water capacity of nominally anhydrous minerals (NAMs), is low
(≤0.1 wt%). The high temperature of this mantle layer results in de-
compositions of the hydrous minerals, which thus locates in the blue
domain of Fig. 3d with only limited water content in NAMs. The water
activity and hydration process can decrease the solidus temperature of
mantle peridotite, which results in significant partial melting in the sub-
arc depth (Fig. 6b-e). The melt fraction is> 4% in the core of this
partially molten region (Fig. 6c″-e″). Thus, the magmatism in the island
arc could be expected, although the melt extraction process is not di-
rectly simulated in the current models.

The hydration and partial melting play significant roles in the de-
coupling of converging plates and thus facilitate continuous subduction
processes. For comparison, a test model with neither hydration nor
partial melting is shown in Fig. S1 in the Supporting information. It
indicates very strong coupling between the subducting and overriding
plates. Consequently, the subduction ceases when the initial pushing
velocity is cancelled. Two additional models are further conducted with
testing the effects of oceanic crustal eclogitization and metastable oli-
vine, respectively (Figs. S2 and S3 in the Supporting information). In
the model without crustal eclogitization, the self-consistent trench re-
treat velocity is negligible and the subduction velocity is decreased,
which thus only result in short slab flattening in the MTZ (cf. Figs. S2
and 5). It indicates that the decreased slab pull due to the absence of
crustal eclogitization hinders trench retreat and hinders the con-
tinuously long slab flattening in the MTZ (Fig. S2). In the model without
the effect of metastable olivine, the general subduction evolution is
similar to the reference case (cf. Figs. S3 and 5). The main difference is
the higher peak subduction velocity of> 15 cm/yr when the sinking
slab entering the MTZ (Fig. S3e), which indicates that metastable oli-
vine can regulate very fast subduction. For example, if subduction is
rapid, then the temperature of the slab will be low and contribute to the
formation of metastable olivine. The delay of phase transition and
density jump will lead to slower subduction, which thus regulate the
subduction kinematics.

6. Subduction mode selection during slab and MTZ interaction

6.1. Dependence on the Clapeyron slopes of 410 km and 660 km phase
transitions

The Clapeyron slopes at 410 km and 660 km discontinuities are still
not well constrained, both of which occupy wide ranges of values ac-
cording to the laboratory experiments (Tables 1 and 2).

Four sets of numerical models are firstly conducted with variable
Clapeyron slopes (Fig. 7). In the first model with low Clapeyron slopes
for both 410 km and 660 km discontinuities, i.e. C410= 1MPa/K and
C660=−1MPa/K (Fig. 7a), the induced forces by these phase transi-
tions on the subducting slab are relatively small comparing to other
similar models with larger C410 and/or C660. Thus the slab will easily
penetrate the MTZ and enter the lower mantle, during which the sub-
duction kinematics is generally stable with negligible trench retreat
(Fig. 7a, a′). In the second model with the same low C660=−1MPa/K
but increased C410= 4MPa/K (Fig. 7b), the slab can still penetrate the

Fig. 5. The reference model evolution, with the effective viscosity shown in the right column (a-d) and density in the left column (a′-d′). The white lines are shown for
isotherms, starting from 100 °C with the interval of 300 °C. The black inverted triangle on top of the viscosity filed indicates the initial position of the trench. The
initial age of the oceanic plate is from 0Ma to 60Ma. The thickness of continental plate is 140 km. The Clapeyron slopes of phase transitions at 410 km and 660 km
discontinuities are 3.0MPa/K and −3.0MPa/K, respectively. The initial convergence velocity is 5 cm/yr, with the subducting plate pushed rightward by
Vsp=4 cm/yr and the overriding plate pushed leftward by Vop=−1 cm/yr (e). The position of pushing is shown in Fig. 4a. The prescribed velocities are cancelled
after 10Myrs. Then the subduction system is driven purely by its own buoyancy. The kinematic evolutions of converging plates are shown in (e), with red line for
subducting plate velocity (Vsp), green line for overriding plate velocity (-Vop) and blue line for the whole subduction velocity (Vs=Vsp-Vop). The subducting and
overriding plate velocities are measured in the positions about 500 km from the far-end tips of the converging plates, respectively. The overriding plate velocity is
similar to the trench velocity, due to the rather limited deformation of overriding plate. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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MTZ easily, due to the low resistance at 660 km. However, the sub-
duction has a peak high velocity to ~15 cm/yr when slab passing
through the 410 km, which indicates the significant density and drag
force increase by the high positive Clapeyron slope ‘C410’ (Fig. 7b′). In
addition, the trench is retreating with a velocity of ~1 cm/yr during the
subduction, which is thus different from the model with low C410
(Fig. 7a′). The sinking slab tends to flatten at ~1000 km depth in both
of the models (Fig. 7a, b). This slab behavior looks similar to some
geophysical observations (Fukao and Obayashi, 2013); however, the
similarity should be considered with caution due to the possible effects

of free-slip lower boundary condition applied at 1400 km in the current
models.

In the third model with low C410= 1MPa/K but high
C660=−4MPa/K (Fig. 7c), the subducting slab does not penetrate the
660 km discontinuity but instead stagnates in the MTZ, due to the
strong resistance by the phase transition at 660 km. During the slab
stagnation process, the subduction velocity is generally low with
2–3 cm/yr, and the trench motion is negligible (Fig. 7c′). In the fourth
model with high Clapeyron slopes for both 410 km and 660 km dis-
continuities, i.e. C410= 4MPa/K and C660=−4MPa/K (Fig. 7d), the

Fig. 6. The reference model (same as Fig. 5) evolution, with the composition field shown in the left column (a-e), water content in the middle column (a′-e′) and melt
fraction in the right column (a″-e″). The colors in the composition field (a-e) represent the rock types as shown in Fig. 4c. White lines in the water content (a′-e′) and
melt fraction fields (a″-e″) show the isotherms, starting from 100 °C with the interval of 300 °C.
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subducting slab does not penetrate into the lower mantle but flattens in
the MTZ, again mainly due to the large resistance by the 660 km phase
transition. In addition, the high Clapeyron slope of 410 km phase
transition leads to significant and continuous trench retreat with a ve-
locity of ~2 cm/yr (Fig. 7d′), which contributes to the long (~1000 km)
slab flattening in the MTZ (Fig. 7d).

Based on the comparisons among the kinematics of these models, it

indicates that the high value of C410 results in a significant increase of
subduction velocity directly after the cancellation of prescribed con-
vergence (i.e. ‘pushing’) at 10 Myr (Fig. 7b′, d′). In contrast, a decrease
of subduction velocity is firstly resulted after the pushing in the models
with low value of C410 (Fig. 7a′, c′), which is then followed by an in-
crease of subduction velocity. As we know, the Clapeyron slope C410 is
defined by the ▵P/▵T, in which P and T are pressure and temperature,

Fig. 7. Model results with four different sets of Clapeyron slopes for 410 km and 660 km phase transitions as shown in each Figure (a-d). All the other parameters are
identical to the reference model (Figs. 5-6). The colors in (a-d) indicate the density, with the colorbar shown at the bottom. The white lines are shown for isotherms,
starting from 100 °C with the interval of 300 °C. (a′-d′) The kinematic evolutions of converging plates, with red line for subducting plate velocity, green line for
overriding plate velocity and blue line for the whole subduction velocity. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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respectively, for the phase transition. For a sinking slab, the lower
temperature condition will contribute to the phase change at a lower
pressure, due to the positive C410. On the other hand, the sinking slabs
arrive at a similar depth of ~400 km, with a similar thermal structure
(i.e. similar ▵T), after 10 Myrs in these four different models, com-
parable to Fig. 5a. Thus, the higher value of C410 results in phase change
at lower pressure, in which condition the density of the slab tip is in-
creased with producing faster subduction (Fig. 7b′, d′). Alternatively, in
the models with low value of C410, the phase transition and density
increase of the slab tip do not occur, which thus leads to a slowdown of
subduction after the cancellation of pushing (Fig. 7a′, c′). Further on,
when the slab tip reaches the 410 km discontinuity with phase change
and density increase, the subduction will speed up.

Systematic numerical models are further conducted with variable
Clapeyron slopes of 410 km and 660 km phase transitions, the results of
which are summarized in a regime diagram (Fig. 8). It indicates that the
Clapeyron slope at 660 km (C660) controls the mode selection of slab
penetration or stagnation. In the regime with |C660| > 2, the slab
stagnation is generally predicted. Alternatively, the penetration mode
dominates with low values of |C660|≤ 1. The Clapeyron slope of C410
plays significant roles in affecting the trench motion. In the regime of
slab penetration, the high values of C410≥ 4 will lead to significant
trench retreat. In contrast, the trench is quite stable with relatively low
values of C410≤ 3. In the regime of slab stagnation, the higher values of
C410≥ 2 result in long slab (around 1000 km as in Fig. 7d) flattening in
the MTZ with significant trench retreat. However, the stagnant and
flattened slab is relatively short (around 500 km as in Fig. 7c), due to
the negligible trench retreat in the models with C410≤ 1.

6.2. Dependence on the kinematics of the converging plates

In order to better understand the mode selection, a series of models
are conducted with prescribed variable subducting and overriding plate

velocities which keep constant during the whole model evolution
(Fig. 9). The model results demonstrate that the high trench retreating
velocities of ≥3 cm/yr generally result in long slab stagnation and
flattening in the MTZ (Figs. 9, 10a). In addition, the relatively slow
trench retreat (1–2 cm/yr) will also lead to long slab stagnation when
the advancing velocity of subducting plate is also low (e.g., 2 cm/yr).
Alternatively, the mode of slab direct penetration or penetration after
short stagnation will be finally resulted in the models with slow or none
trench retreat and faster subducting plate advance (Figs. 9, 10b).

6.3. Dependence on the age/thickness of the converging plates

Besides the kinematics of converging plates, their age/thickness
may also affect the slab mode selection in the MTZ. In order to further
study the combined effects, systematic numerical models are con-
structed (Fig. 11).

In the kinematic regime with stable overriding plate (Vop= 0) and
relatively fast subducting plate motion (Vsp=6 cm/yr) for the entire
model evolution, only two similar modes are predicted, i.e. the direct
penetration or penetration after short stagnation (Fig. 11a). It indicates
that the slab prefers penetration to the lower mantle in such a regime
with no trench retreat. The age of subducting plate (Asp) and thickness
of overriding plate (Dop) can only slightly modify the mode selection,
in which the thicker overriding plate and intermediate slab age tend to
result in transient short slab stagnation before the final penetration
(Fig. 11a).

In the kinematic regime with the same total convergence rate
(Vs=Vsp – Vop= 6 cm/yr), but a slow trench retreat (Vop=−1 cm/
yr), the model results can be divided into three domains (Fig. 11b).
With older subducting slab and thinner overriding plate, the penetra-
tion mode is predicted, whereas the thicker overriding plate contributes
to transient slab stagnation before the penetration. Compared to the
models with stable trench (Fig. 11a), the trench retreat with just a low
rate slightly promotes the slab stagnation in the MTZ, which results in

Fig. 8. Regime diagram of subduction mode selection in the MTZ, with variable
values of Clapeyron slopes for the 410 km and 660 km phase transitions. All the
other parameters are identical to the reference model (Figs. 5-6). Long slab
stagnation is defined as that around 1000 km as in Fig. 7d. In contrast, the short
stagnant slab is around 500 km as in Fig. 7c.

Fig. 9. Mode selection of slab and MTZ interaction with variable plate con-
vergence velocities. The prescribed velocities for subducting plate (Vsp) and
overriding plate (Vop) are kept constant during the whole model evolution. All
the other parameters are identical to the reference model (Figs. 5–6). The model
evolutions of two representative experiments with red symbols are further
shown in Fig. 10. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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an additional domain with transient long slab stagnation before the
penetration (Fig. 11b).

In the kinematic regime with relatively fast trench retreat
(Vop=−2 cm/yr) and the same total convergence rate of 6 cm/yr, the
stable long slab stagnation mode is resulted with thick overriding plate
(Fig. 11c). The domain of penetration mode is significantly decreased,
which only appears in the top-left corner with old subducting slab and
thin overriding plate. In the transition domain, a transient style of slab
stagnation is resulted before the final penetration. Based on the com-
parison among the three sets of models with different kinematic con-
ditions, it indicates again that the increase of trench retreat can gra-
dually promote slab stagnation in the MTZ.

In the above three groups of models, the prescribed convergence

velocity is kept constant during the whole model evolution (Fig. 11a-c).
As comparisons, an additional kinematic regime is conducted, in which
the prescribed velocities (Vsp=5 cm/yr, Vop=−1 cm/yr) will be
cancelled after the slab tip reaching ~400 km (Fig. 11d). The choice of
this boundary condition is, on one hand, generally consistent with the
reference model in Fig. 5a, in which the slab tip is approaching
~400 km after the prescribed convergence of 10 Myrs. On the other
hand, the slab pull in this situation will be large enough for driving
continuous subduction with a reasonable velocity of several cm/yr. The
model results demonstrate that slab penetration is strongly controlled
by the thinner overriding plate (Fig. 11d), in which case the slab sinks
sub-vertically through the MTZ into the lower mantle, which then
curves backward due to the return flow on the left side of the model

Fig. 10. Two representative model evolutions from Fig. 9 (red symbols). Both models have the same total convergence velocity of 7 cm/yr; however, the partition
between subducting and overriding plates is different as shown on top of each model. The colors indicate the effective viscosity, with the colorbar shown at the
bottom. The white lines are shown for isotherms, starting from 100 °C with the interval of 300 °C. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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domain induced by the subducting slab (e.g., Fig. 12a, b). In these cases,
the subduction kinematics is rather stable with a velocity of ~5 cm/yr
and negligible trench motion, except at the time when slab tip passing
through 410 km discontinuity (Fig. 12a′, b′). On the other hand, the
long slab stagnation mode is resulted in the models with a thicker
overriding plate and a subducting slab that is not younger than 40Ma
(Fig. 11d). In this situation, the resulted shallow slab angle and sig-
nificant trench retreat contribute to the slab flattening in the MTZ
(Fig. 12c, c′). Finally, in the remaining domain with thick overriding
plate (170–200 km) and young subducting slab (20Ma), transient slab
stagnation is predicted before the final penetration (Fig. 11d). In this
case, the young and deformable slab, accompanied by a transient trench
retreat (10–20 Myr in Fig. 12d′), results in a stage of slab flattening in
the MTZ (Fig. 12d). However, the trench retreat stops afterwards, with
slab dip angle increasing to be sub-vertical, which finally leads to slab
penetration to the lower mantle (Figs. 12d, d′).

As a summary, the models indicate that the influence of overriding
plate thickness on the slab/MTZ interaction is strongly coupled with the

slab dip angle and trench motions (Figs. 11, 12). In the regime with
constant convergence velocities (e.g., Fig. 11a-c), the thick overriding
plate leads to shallower dip angle of the sinking slab in the upper
mantle, which further contributes to the slab (transient) stagnation.
Alternatively, with free subduction after the initial pushing, the thick-
ness of overriding plate takes effects by modifying the trench motions
(Fig. 12). For example, thick overriding plate, accompanying with older
subducting slab, leads to significant trench retreat (cm/yr), which will
further result in long slab stagnation in the MTZ (Fig. 12c, c′).

In another aspect, the effects of subducting slab age are not very
clear from Fig. 11. It seems that, with prescribed plate and trench ve-
locities (e.g., Fig. 11b-c), the old slabs penetrate more easily, at least for
the cases with thinner overriding plate. Under these conditions, the old
sinking slab is stronger and thus can penetrate through the MTZ more
easily than the young slab that is deformable when interacting with the
660 km discontinuity. On the other hand, with free plate motions, older
subducting slabs beneath thicker overriding plate lead to shallower dip
angle and more trench retreat, which in turn causes stagnation.

Fig. 11. Mode selection of slab and MTZ interaction with variable ages of subducting plate (Asp) and thicknesses of overriding plate (Dop), in different kinematic
regimes with variable convergence velocities as shown on the top of each diagram. The prescribed velocities will be kept constant during the whole model evolution
in the diagrams (a)-(c). In contrast, the prescribed pushing velocities, i.e. Vsp=5 cm/yr and Vop=−1 cm/yr, will be cancelled after the slab tip reaching ~400 km
in the diagram (d). All the other parameters are identical to the reference model (Figs. 5–6). The model evolutions of four representative experiments with red
symbols in (d) are further shown in Fig. 12. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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However, with thinner overriding plate, the resulted steep subducting
slab with negligible trench retreat can easily penetrate the MTZ
(Fig. 12a, a′, b, b′).

6.4. Effect of a thin, weak layer at the bottom of MTZ

A thin, weak layer at the bottom of MTZ is proposed in some of the

joint inversion models (Fig. 4g) (e.g., Mitrovica and Forte, 2004), which
is not included in the aforementioned numerical simulations. In this
section, the effects of such a weak layer, which is 50 km thick
(610–660 km in depth) and has a constant viscosity of 1020 Pa·s, are
numerically tested for the experiments in Fig. 8 with variable Clapeyron
slopes at 410 km and 660 km discontinuities. The results demonstrate
that the existence of such a weak layer does not change the mode

Fig. 12. Four representative models from Fig. 11d (red symbols), with variable ages of the subducting slab (Asp) and/or thicknesses of the overriding plate (Dop) as
shown in the Figures (a–d). The colors in (a–d) indicate the effective viscosity, with the colorbar shown at the bottom. The white lines are shown for isotherms,
starting from 100 °C with the interval of 300 °C. (a′-d′) The kinematic evolutions of converging plates, with red line for subducting plate velocity, green line for
overriding plate velocity and blue line for the whole subduction velocity. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 13. Comparisons between models without (a-d) and with (a′-d′) a weak layer at the bottom of the MTZ. (a-d) Four numerical models with variable Clapeyron
slopes of 410 km phase transition (C410= 1, 2, 3, or 4MPa/K). Instead, the same Clapeyron slope is applied at 660 km, i.e. C660=−1.5MPa/K, which represents the
transition between slab penetration and stagnation modes as shown in Fig. 8. (a′-b′) Four numerical models comparable to those in (a-d), respectively, but with a
weak layer at the bottom of MTZ. (a″-d″) The effective viscosity profiles of the numerical models in (a′-d′). The modeled effective viscosity (black line) is compared to
the sub-lithospheric mantle viscosity profiles inferred from the joint observations (red and blue lines; same as in Fig. 4g) (Mitrovica and Forte, 2004; Forte et al.,
2010). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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selection between penetration and stagnation (detailed results not
shown here), although it may slightly affect the slab geometry.

Further on, an additional set of models are conducted with a tran-
sitional Clapeyron slope between slab penetration and stagnation
modes as shown in Fig. 8, i.e. C660=−1.5MPa/K, which may imply
the most sensitive condition for slab mode selection in the MTZ. The
results show that the weak layer does not significantly modify the slab
morphology in the models with lower C410 (cf. Fig. 13a and a′, b and
b′). In contrast, the existence of a weak layer can change the slab mode
from stagnation into penetration in the model with higher Clapeyron
slope of C410= 4.0MPa/K (cf. Fig. 13d and d′). Actually, it is the only
model we have conducted in which the slab mode selection is switched
due to the existence of a weak layer at the bottom of MTZ (Fig. 13d and
d′). Based on the summary of model results, this weak layer can slightly
promote the slab penetration through the MTZ, which indicates that the
sub-vertical regime boundary in Fig. 8 may be shifted only a little bit
rightward if including such a weak layer. Thus, the rather limited effect
of the weak layer implies that the reference viscosity structure of the
current study (Fig. 4g) is valid for exploring the dynamics of slab/MTZ
interaction.

6.5. Effect of a sharp viscosity jump at 660 km discontinuity

The average viscosity of lower mantle is generally considered to be
one to two orders higher than that of the upper mantle (e.g., Hager,
1984) as discussed in Section 1. In the aforementioned numerical
models with self-consistently calculated visco-plastic-Peierls rheology,
the effective viscosity of upper mantle is about 1019.5–1021 Pa·s,
whereas the lower mantle is about 1021–1022.5 Pa·s (Figs. 4g and 14a).
The simply averaged viscosity ratio between lower and upper mantle is
about 30, which is thus consistent with the general estimations
(10–100). A sharp viscosity jump at the 660 km discontinuity is not
prescribed in the aforementioned models; however, it is widely applied
in the previous studies (e.g., Agrusta et al., 2017; Crameri and Lithgow-
Bertelloni, 2018). For comparisons, we further conduct a series of nu-
merical models with variable constant viscosity of the lower mantle
(Fig. 14a). The rheology of crust and upper mantle is still calculated
with the combined visco-plastic-Peierls flow laws (Eqs. (6)–(10)).

The systematic model results indicate that the lower mantle visc-
osity jump and Clapeyron slope of 660 km phase transition (C660) can
both promote the slab stagnation in the MTZ (Fig. 14b). If the viscosity
of lower mantle is low (ηLM=1021 Pa·s), the sinking slab always pene-
trates through the 660 km discontinuity, even with high
|C660|= 4MPa/K. In contrast, if ηLM = 1023 Pa·s, the slab stagnation
occurs exclusively, even with negligible |C660|= 0MPa/K. With inter-
mediate values of ηLM, slab stagnation is predicted with higher |C660|,
whereas slab penetration occurs with lower |C660|. In addition, the
constant viscosity of ηLM= 1022 Pa·s can be approximately regarded as
the average value of the gradually increased lower mantle viscosity in
the reference model (Figs. 4g and 14a). The slab mode selection with
constant ηLM= 1022 Pa·s and variable C660 (Fig. 14b) agrees well with
the corresponding models with a viscosity-depth gradient, i.e. a hor-
izontal line of models with C410= 3MPa/K in Fig. 8. It indicates that a
viscosity-depth gradient has a similar effect with an averaged sharp
viscosity jump between the lower and upper mantles.

7. Discussion

7.1. Slab/MTZ interaction and comparisons with previous models

The dynamics of subducting slab and MTZ interaction has been
investigated in a number of previous models (e.g., Billen, 2010; Čížková
and Bina, 2013; Garel et al., 2014; Agrusta et al., 2014, 2017; Holt
et al., 2015; King et al., 2015; Crameri and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2018;
Shi et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018b), which applied different model
setups, boundary conditions as well as the rheology and density

structures. These studies significantly improve our understanding of the
subducting slab mode selection and its interaction with the MTZ.

The previous numerical studies are mostly based on pure mechan-
ical or thermomechanical models, in which a weak oceanic crust with
variable thickness (e.g., 5–20 km) is generally applied in order for the
decoupling of subducting and overriding plates (e.g., Čížková and Bina,
2013; Garel et al., 2014; Holt et al., 2015; Agrusta et al., 2017). In the
current models, thermodynamic database of deep water activity (Fig. 3)
is integrated into the thermomechanical models, which thus allows the
hydration weakening of the subduction channel. Thereby, normal
properties of oceanic crust are applied (Ranalli, 1995). The model
comparisons indicate that the effects of hydration and partial melting
play significant roles in the subduction dynamics (cf. Fig. 5 and Fig. S1
in the Supporting information). In addition, the integrated thermo-
dynamic and thermomechanical models are not only comparable to the
large-scale geophysical phenomena, but also to the geological/

Fig. 14. Numerical models with prescribed constant viscosity of the lower
mantle (ηLM). (a) Effective viscosity profiles (black lines) with ηLM= 1021,
1021.5, 1022, 1022.5 and 1023 Pa·s, respectively. The red and blue lines (same as
in Fig. 4g) represent the sub-lithospheric mantle viscosity profiles inferred from
the joint observations (Mitrovica and Forte, 2004; Forte et al., 2010). (b) Slab
mode selection in the MTZ with variable constant viscosity of the lower mantle
(ηLM) and variable Clapeyron slopes of 660 km phase transition (C660). The
Clapeyron slope at 410 km discontinuity (C410= 3MPa/K) and all the other
parameters are identical to the reference model in Fig. 5. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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petrological processes during subduction, e.g., (de-)hydration, partial
melting and magmatism (Fig. 6).

In our previous models without water and melt activities (Shi et al.,
2018), an unrealistic cold and strong mantle wedge is generally resulted
due to the strong coupling between the converging plates, which occurs
similarly in some other models (e.g., Čížková and Bina, 2013; Agrusta
et al., 2017). It is resolved in the current models with integrating fluid/
melt simulation, which will hydrate the mantle wedge and result in
weakening and partial melting there. It is thus consistent with the
natural observations. On the other hand, the long slab stagnation mode
is not observed in our previous models (Shi et al., 2018), due to the
fixed overriding plate and stable trench, which agrees to the current
models with similar configurations (Fig. 11a). Another difference is that
the previous study predicts a special mode with slab turning backward
when touching the 660 km discontinuity, which favors older subducting
slab, thinner overriding continent, faster convergence, as well as the
high Clapeyron slope of 660 km phase transition (i.e. C660=−4MPa/
K) (Fig. 9 in Shi et al., 2018). This backward turning of slab in the MTZ
is not observed in the current studies, which may be explained by the
initial convergence boundary conditions on both sides of the model.
The trench retreat thus leads to lower dip angle of the slab than that in
Shi et al. (2018) which is kinematically driven from only the subducting
plate side. The hydration weakening of sinking slab and subduction
channel may also contribute to the absence of backward slab turning. In
such cases, the slab cannot keep its bent morphology, but instead is
stretched sub-vertically, favoring penetration through the 660 km dis-
continuity.

The effects of Clapeyron slopes of 410 km (C410) and 660 km (C660)
phase transitions are also investigated in several previous studies (e.g.,
Čížková and Bina, 2013; Agrusta et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018b), which
generally agree that the large values of C660 play significant roles in the
slab stagnation. The current studies clearly demonstrate that the rela-
tively high Clapeyron slope of 660 km phase transition controls the slab
stagnation in the MTZ (Fig. 8). In addition, the value of C410 does not
change the mode selection significantly, but will modify the length of
flattened slab in the MTZ by affecting the trench motions (Figs. 7-8).
Higher values of C410 promote trench retreat, which will facilitate the
long slab flattening in the MTZ in the cases with also higher C660 and
the resulting slab stagnation. As one of the few studies that testing the
effects of C410, Čížková and Bina (2013) indicates that the higher values
of C410 will hamper trench retreat, which is thus opposite to the current
model results. Based on the comparisons between these two studies, the
main difference is that the slab is rather weak in Čížková and Bina
(2013), which could be easily deformed and folded in short wavelength.
In contrast, the slab is generally stronger in the current study, in which
the slab folding is more difficult (Fig. 7). The different rheological
properties might be the main cause of the contrasting predictions for
the effect of C410 on trench motion, which thus require further sys-
tematic studies.

Some previous models without Clapeyron slope at 660 km dis-
continuity (C660), but applying a significant viscosity jump between
lower and upper mantles, also predict slab stagnations in the MTZ (e.g.,
Garel et al., 2014; Holt et al., 2015). The effects of C660 and viscosity
jump are systematically compared in this study (Fig. 14), which in-
dicate that both of them can promote slab stagnation in the MTZ. It
further reveals that a gradually increasing viscosity of lower mantle has
a similar effect with an averaged sharp viscosity jump.

The effects of trench motions on the slab stagnation in MTZ are
widely accepted, which indicate that the fast trench retreat can sig-
nificantly promote the slab flattening in the MTZ (e.g., Capitanio et al.,
2007; Agrusta et al., 2017; Goes et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018b). The
current models are thus consistent with the previous studies in this
aspect, which again demonstrate the significance of trench retreat on
the long slab flattening in the MTZ (Figs. 9–10). The trench motions can
be controlled by the properties of the converging plates, as well as the
far field boundary conditions, e.g., the sea-ward movement of the

overriding continent driven by the large-scale mantle convection (e.g.,
Yang et al., 2018c).

The age of sinking slab may play a significant role in affecting the
slab/MTZ interaction. Several previous models indicate that the slab
stagnation in the MTZ favors older slabs, which lead to faster trench
retreat (e.g., Garel et al., 2014; Agrusta et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018b).
On the other hand, if the trench is fixed, the older slab with higher
strength will instead encourage penetration (e.g., Zhong and Gurnis,
1994; Arredondo and Billen, 2016). In the current models with variable
ages of subducting slab in the free subduction regime (Fig. 11d), the
long slab flattening is observed in the models with older sinking slab
and relatively thick overriding continent (i.e.> 140 km), which is thus
consistent with the previous models. However, if the overriding con-
tinent is thin, e.g. ≤110 km, the slab penetration is generally predicted
(Fig. 11d). It indicates that the slab mode selection in the MTZ is also
affected by the thickness of the overriding plate, which is previously
studied in several numerical models (e.g., Capitanio et al., 2007, 2010;
Garel et al., 2014; Holt et al., 2015). Capitanio et al. (2007) suggested
that the buoyancy and suction of the overriding plate could enhance the
trench retreat and shallow the slab dip, which will contribute to the slab
flattening in the MTZ. Holt et al. (2015) shows that the overriding plate
thickness does not significantly modify the slab stagnation mode if the
overriding plate can move freely, in which case the trench retreat
dominates. However, if the far end of the overriding plate is held fixed,
the thicker overriding plate leads to stable trench and slab vertical
folding and penetration, whereas the thinner overriding plate can be
stretched with trench retreat and thus facilitate the slab flattening in
the MTZ (Holt et al., 2015). The current systematic studies demonstrate
that the larger thickness of overriding plate could generally contribute
to the slab stagnation and flattening in the MTZ (Fig. 11), in the regimes
with variable trench motions, which is thus consistent with the previous
study (e.g., Capitanio et al., 2007). It has to be emphasized that the
trench retreat is still one of the most critical factors for slab flattening in
the MTZ, while the properties of converging plates can also play certain
roles (Fig. 11).

The effects of a thin, weak layer at the bottom of MTZ is recently
studied with a global mantle convection model, which indicates that
this weak layer controls the formation of stagnant slabs in the MTZ and
other slab structures in the lower mantle (Mao and Zhong, 2018). They
also propose that trench retreat plays an important role in causing slab
stagnation in the MTZ. The question is whether this weak layer pro-
motes the trench retreat, or leads to slab sliding at the bottom of the
MTZ, both of which may contribute to the slab flattening. According to
the regional subduction dynamic models with a single slab performed
here, the effect of the weak layer is not crucial, which can only slightly
promote slab penetration under the most favorable conditions as shown
in Fig. 13. The contrasting results, between the pure dynamic model
with a single subduction zone (Fig. 13) and the global mantle convec-
tion model driven by time-dependent surface plate motion history (Mao
and Zhong, 2018), require further comparable studies.

Concerning the timescale of stagnant slab in the MTZ, Goes et al.
(2017) proposed that slabs do not stagnate for> 60 Myrs. In this study,
we focus on the relatively short model periods (around 30 Myrs), in
which the comparable transient characteristics of slab stagnation are
not considered.

7.2. Implications for the complex subduction mode selection in the Earth's
MTZ

The slab morphologies in the natural subduction zones are sum-
marized in Fig. 1, with compiling several important parameters that
might affect the slab/MTZ interaction, e.g., present-day subducting
plate and trench velocities, amount of trench retreat during the past
~50Ma, slab age in the present trench, as well as the approximated slab
dip angle in the upper mantle.

In the aspect of trench motions, the present-day trench velocity does
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not have clear correlation with the slab morphology in the MTZ;
however, the total trench retreat during the past ~50Ma seems to have
a certain correlation with the slab style (Fig. 1) (Goes et al., 2017). In
the subduction zone with large amount of trench retreat (> 1000 km),
the long slab flattening in the MTZ is generally observed, e.g., Honshu,
Kuriles, Tonga, and so on. There are two exceptions with large trench
retreat, but no clear slab flattening in the MTZ, i.e. the Java and An-
tilles. For the Java subduction zone, a flat slab is observed in the top-
most lower mantle, which might represent the sinking of previously
flattened slab in the MTZ. For the Antilles subduction zone, this absence
of slab flattening may be related to the neighboring Cocos subduction
with an opposite direction. On the other hand, the slab penetration
mode is generally observed with low value (< 500 km) of trench re-
treat, e.g., the Cocos, Peru, Bolivia and Hellenic subduction zones. It is
worth noting that the slab modes in the MTZ are not clear in several
subduction zones with limited trench retreat, e.g., the Alaska, Kam-
chatka and Sumatra. Finally, in the subduction zones with intermediate
trench retreat (500–1000 km), either mode could occur depending on
other factors, e.g., slab penetration in Kermadec with trench retreat of
~850 km, but slab flattening in Chile with trench retreat of ~700 km,
and so on. The general rule from the observations is thus consistent
with the numerical models, in which the fast trench retreat contributes
significantly to the slab flattening in the MTZ (Figs. 9 and 10). How-
ever, this rule is not always valid (e.g., the Java and Antilles subduction
zones in Fig. 1), since many other factors may also influence.

In the aspect of slab age, no clear rules are obtained from the current
studies with variable prescribed boundary conditions (Fig. 11), al-
though it indeed can affect the slab/MTZ interaction. Several previous
free subduction models indicate that older slab prefers stagnation and
flattening in the MTZ (e.g., Garel et al., 2014; Agrusta et al., 2017).
According to the observations, most of the flattened slabs in the MTZ
are corresponding to the relatively old subducting slab in the trench
(blue slabs in Fig. 1). However, several contrasting results are also
observed with younger slab subducting and flattening in the MTZ, e.g.,
Cascadia, Chile and Aleutians subduction zones, which indicate the
joint influences of other factors. On the other hand, the young slabs
penetrate through the MTZ in several subduction zones, e.g., the Cocos,
Peru and Bolivia (green slabs in Fig. 1), whereas the older slabs could
also penetrate directly to the lower mantle, e.g., the Kermadec and
Hellenic subduction zones. As a summary, the subduction mode selec-
tion in the MTZ cannot be solely explained by the slab age.

In the aspect of overriding plate thickness, the model results de-
monstrate that thicker overriding plate tends to facilitate the slab
flattening in the MTZ (Fig. 11) by decreasing the slab dip angle and
enhancing the trench retreat. However, no correlations could be built
between the slab morphology in the MTZ and the overriding plate
thickness in nature, because this thickness is changing through time,
e.g., back-arc spreading/compression. Its original value is hard to
constrain, which is thus not included in the compilation of Fig. 1. This
situation prevents the direct comparisons, between numerical models
and natural subduction zones, on the effects of overriding plate thick-
ness.

7.3. Model limitations and future perspectives

The main limitation of the current and most of the previous nu-
merical models is the 2D regime, which thus prevents the toroidal flow
around the lateral edges of the subducting slab (Schellart et al., 2011; Li
et al., 2014). It might affect, in a certain degree, the trench motions and
further the subduction mode selection in the MTZ. The influences of
three dimensionality on the slab/MTZ interaction are uncertain, which
thus call for large-scale models with 3D spherical geometry in the fu-
ture. The neglected latent heat of phase changes may also play a role in
the slab-MTZ interaction, which should be further investigated.

8. Conclusions

High-resolution thermomechanical numerical models are integrated
with the thermodynamic database of water capacity in a large range of
pressure and temperature conditions which cover the whole upper
mantle and the topmost lower mantle. It thus allows the dynamic si-
mulation of not only the slab subduction processes, but also the coupled
water and partial melting activities. Systematic numerical models are
conducted to investigate the dynamics of subduction mode selection in
the MTZ, which are further compared with the multiple datasets of
global subduction zones on the Earth. The main conclusions from this
comprehensive study include the following:

(1) The integrated water activity and partial melting contribute to the
weakening of subduction channel, the decoupling of converging
plates, as well as the forming of a hot and weak mantle wedge
beneath the island arc, which is thus consistent with the natural
observations.

(2) Generally, from observations and numerical modeling, the favor-
able conditions of slab stagnation in the MTZ include old/cold li-
thosphere subducting into the mantle with high Clapeyron slopes at
410 km and 660 km discontinuities, as well as the resulting sig-
nificant trench retreat and shallow dip angle (Fig. 2). However,
these dynamic, kinematic and geometric conditions are often not
achieved together for specific subduction zones (Fig. 1), which
precludes finding a unique controlling factor.

(3) The Clapeyron slope of phase transition at 660 km (C660) plays
significant roles in affecting the slab mode selection in the MTZ.
Higher values of |C660| > 2MPa/K can easily result in slab stag-
nation in the free subduction models, whereas lower values of
|C660|≤ 1MPa/K generally lead to slab penetration. The
Clapeyron slope of 410 km (C410) does not change the general mode
of slab/MTZ interaction, which will however affect the trench
motion and further the length of flattened slab.

(4) A sharp viscosity jump between the lower and upper mantles can
promote slab stagnation in the MTZ, which has a similar effect with
a strong viscosity-depth gradient, i.e. a gradually increasing visc-
osity with depth.

(5) The trench retreat is the most critical factor controlling slab stag-
nation, especially long slab flattening in the MTZ. The fast trench
retreat with a constant velocity of ≥3 cm/yr will generally lead to
long flattened slab in the MTZ. In contrast, the stable or slow re-
treating trench favors slab penetration into the lower mantle.

(6) The age/thickness of the subducting and overriding plates can also
influence the slab/MTZ interaction, which generally takes effect by
modifying the slab dip angle and trench motions.

(7) A thin, weak layer at the bottom of MTZ does not play crucial roles
in the slab mode selection, which is thus contrasting to the global
mantle convection model (Mao and Zhong, 2018) and may require
further comparable studies.
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